Meet in Stack 140 at 2pm if you can spare an extra 30 minutes to help revise binders – we will move to Academic 327 at 3pm to meet with the MSP leadership

9/16/2011

Business
A. 2 minute round-up
B. BEST Research Network supplies – second bag for each protocol coming soon
C. Private blogs – working? Don’t forget to post your weekly reports for last week and this week before our Friday meeting.
D. October 5th workshop: form 5 teams of 2 and begin discussing plans for upcoming workshop. We will be responsible for 5 75-minute sessions. One at the elementary level, two at the Middle School level, and two at the High School level. Our goal is to have a take away lesson (draft) for each of these sessions available for teachers to take home at the workshop – these do not have to be perfect, but they do need to be useful and revisable. Next week (9/23), share which protocol your team would like to work with and a 1-2 minute description of your proposed concurrent session plans.
E. Protocols at the KBS Field Lab Plots – Robin’s proposal: participate in KBS’s Share the Harvest on Sunday, October 2nd and ask kids/parents in attendance to help conduct research on the plots. Other ideas?
F. MSP “Fellow Toolkit” posted on the K-12 Partnership Insider’s Page at http://www.kbs.msu.edu/education/k-12-partnership/insider-page
G. Google docs calendar for protocols posted – sent invitation to all of you
H. Emerging Issues

Professional Development
A. Binder updates with Liz. Bring your district binders and binders from orphan districts
B. MSP Roles for GK-12 Fellows - overview
C. Biodiversity Interview Training with Jennifer and Jenny

Leisure Readings and Video: Before the meeting this week, watch the video on interviewing provided by the MSP crew and answer associated thought questions (KBS GK-12 Insider’s page), Interview Protocol (KBS GK-12 Insider’s page)

Next Week: Meet in Academic 327 (Video conference room)